Within groups of patients with colorectal cancer who report a family history of cancer, it is possible to identify cases associated with defined genetic susceptibility syndromes. These syndromes account for a small, but appreciable, proportion of all cases of colorectal cancer and are characterised by very high absolute cancer risk. There is usually evidence of germline transmission of a dominant gene associated with bowel cancer susceptibility, but there is frequently an excess of other cancer types in the family. Genes responsible for these syndromes have been identified, although some families have been identified where linkage to all known genes has been formally excluded. Hence, it is likely that there are other dominant genes that have yet to be identified. This implies that at risk people can be identified in two ways; empirically on the basis of family history or clinical and pathological criteria, or by molecular analysis of the respective gene. Although there are other rare syndromes associated with colorectal cancer risk, in the interests of clarity this guideline is restricted to discussion of hereditary non-polyposis colorectal cancer (HNPCC), familial adenomatous polyposis (FAP), juvenile polyposis (JP), and Peutz-Jeghers syndrome (PJS). The syndromes are defined and summarised in Online Inheritance in Man (OMIM), for which the OMIM ID numbers are given for each syndrome and the respective URL in the appendix.

The molecular aetiology for each of these syndromes is listed in appendix 1. It has been shown that some people who carry pathogenic mutations of one of the causative genes do not have a strong family history of colorectal cancer. Hence, it is essential to define people at risk either by family history that fulfils inclusion criteria or those carrying a mutation in the respective gene. Screening and surveillance issues for these families must be considered separately from that recommended for people fulfilling low to moderate risk guidelines (see separate guidance). Cancer risk for members of such families is many times greater than that attributable to low penetrance alleles. This should be reflected in qualitative differences in management of such people and should address differences in the degree of cancer risk.

This document aims to provide guidance for clinical surveillance and management of the gastrointestinal tract in each of these scenarios, using currently available data to assess the evidence base for each recommendation. It is not intended that this guidance should comprise a comprehensive management plan for all aspects of these complex genetic disorders. No discussion is provided on the need for extra-intestinal surveillance. The reader should be aware of the risk of other malignancies and should consult specific specialist literature for advice on control of extra-intestinal cancer risk where appropriate.

**EXECUTIVE SUMMARY**

1. People with a greatly increased risk of gastrointestinal malignancy on the basis of inheritance of a single gene disorder can be identified on the basis of family history and clinicopathological features. The risk of cancer ranges from 10% to 100% in the syndromes that are the focus of this guidance. Families can be defined by observation of classic features of the respective syndrome. However, as the causative genes have been identified for most families with these syndromes, it is increasingly possible to define at risk people by molecular analysis. This guidance specifically excludes people whose family history does not fulfill inclusion criteria or who do not carry a germline mutation in the respective gene. **Recommendation Grade: B**

2. Patients who, on the basis of clinical criteria, have been diagnosed as being affected by one of the syndromes that are the focus of this guidance should be referred to the Regional Genetics Centre for formal counselling and mutation analysis of the respective gene. Members of families where a causative gene mutation has already been identified should be referred to the respective Regional Genetics Centre for formal counselling and predictive gene testing. There is no indication for continued surveillance of family members who do not carry the mutation that has been shown to be causative in other affected members of the family. Hence, a negative gene test from an accredited genetics laboratory in families with characterised mutations means that gastrointestinal surveillance should cease. **Recommendation Grade: B**

3. The cancer risk associated with HNPCC, FAP, JP, and PJS is discussed and the rationale for surveillance is rehearsed. The weight of evidence in support of surveillance and the frequency of surveillance is discussed for each syndrome. **Recommendation Grade: B**

4. The place of prophylactic surgery is discussed in the context of surveillance and the evidence for benefit discussed. The rationale of prophylaxis in FAP is best established, but the nature of the surgery remains under debate. **Recommendation Grade: B**

5. The place of extracolonic gastrointestinal surveillance is discussed for each syndrome. Available evidence supporting recommendation for upper gastrointestinal surveillance is much weaker than for colorectal intervention. **Recommendation Grade: C**

**DEFINITION AND AETIOLOGY**

The syndromes discussed here can be defined by molecular aetiology, as mutations have been identified in causative genes for a substantial proportion of cases previously only defined by clinicopathological criteria. It is possible that there are genetic and/or environmental modifiers of the phenotype and there is...
already some evidence for this in HNPCC and FAP. However, modifiers and gene-environment interactions are not discussed here.

**HNPCC (OMIM 114500, 120435, and 120435)**

HNPCC is an autosomal dominant genetic disorder resulting from mutation of one of five DNA mismatch repair genes and is characterised by markedly increased cancer risk consequent upon inheritance of a mutation. The disorder can be defined empirically by family history or by demonstration of a pathogenic mutation in one of the DNA mismatch repair genes.

To partition a group of families that were highly likely to carry dominant genes, the International Collaborative Group on HNPCC empirically defined HNPCC. The original definition has been modified to encompass the excess risk of endometrial cancer. As a result, HNPCC is now defined as three or more family members affected by colorectal or ovarian cancer or ≥2 with CRC and one with endometrial cancer in ≥2 generations; one affected relative must be age ≥50 at diagnosis; one of the relatives must be a first degree relative of the other two. As the causative genes have been identified (ICG database), fulfillment of these criteria is not an absolute requirement for classification as HNPCC, because gene carriers affected by colorectal cancer have been identified who have a much lesser degree of family history. Nonetheless, the criteria do serve to enrich for families with causative mutations in DNA mismatch repair genes. Lower degree of family history is associated with a lower proportion of cancer cases carrying mutations in one of the known DNA mismatch repair genes. However, an appreciable proportion of early onset colorectal cancer is attributable to DNA mismatch repair gene mutations. This should be borne in mind when managing young patients with colorectal cancer, as they may be obligate gene carriers, even without an obvious family history.

The lifetime gastrointestinal cancer risk associated with HNPCC is variously reported as around 80% for colorectal cancer and 13%–20% for gastric cancer in studies that have selected families by HNPCC criteria. This compares with 74% colorectal cancer risk for men and 30% risk for women where attempts have been made to carry out systematic analyses. It should be noted that people who have not been gene tested within HNPCC families but who have an affected parent, are at 50% of the risk documented gene carriers, because a dominant gene is involved. The cumulative risk of colorectal cancer in each of these categories is substantially greater than for low to moderate people discussed elsewhere in the respective guidance.

**FAP (OMIM 175100)**

FAP is an autosomal dominant syndrome with near complete penetrance, characterised by the presence of more than 100 adenomatous polyps of the colon and rectum. The condition is attributable to truncating mutations of the APC gene on chromosome 5q (APC mutation database) and causative mutations can be identified in about 60% of families. The remainder are linked to APC but the mutations cannot be identified for technical reasons. There is no evidence of genetic heterogeneity in families with classical dense polyposis or those fulfilling the criteria of >100 adenomatous polyps. However, there is evidence of phenotypic heterogeneity with some mutations being associated with a severe phenotype and others being associated with a mild, attenuated phenotype and relatively few polyps. The development of large bowel cancer is virtually certain without prophylactic surgery and the risk of cancer developing in gastrointestional polyposis is about 7% in men and women. Around 25% of all cases are attributable to new (sporadic) mutations in the APC gene and consequently there is no family history in such cases.

**PJS (OMIM 175200)**

PJS is an autosomal dominant syndrome with high penetrance, defined by the presence of hamartomatous polyps of the small intestine, colon and rectum, in association with mucocutaneous pigmentation. The risk of colorectal cancer is 10% to 20%. In 20%–63% of cases, inactivating mutations can be identified in the gene STK11(LKB1). There is evidence for genetic heterogeneity with LKB1 involvement being formally excluded in some families.

**JPS (OMIM 174900 and 601228)**

JPS is defined by the presence of multiple typical hamartomatous polyps of the colon and rectum. The condition usually manifests during childhood but definition of the condition is confounded by the occurrence of isolated juvenile type polyps in children. These lesions are probably attributable to somatic mutation in the gene responsible. However, single juvenile type polyps do not seem to be associated with excess cancer risk. In contrast juvenile polyposis is associated with a colorectal cancer risk of around 10%–38% and a gastric cancer risk of 21%. In around 50% of cases, mutation of the SMAD4 gene can be identified. There is some evidence for genetic heterogeneity 35 and mutations have been identified in the BMPRIA gene. One study identified mutations in the PTEN gene, although it is possible that the families studied may have actually have had Cowden’s Disease, another rare syndrome associated with gastrointestinal polyposis.

**FREQUENCY HNPCC**

The frequency of HNPCC can be estimated in two ways, depending on the definition. Using empirical criteria, 1%–2.4% of all cases of colorectal cancer fulfil HNPCC criteria. The proportion of colorectal cancer cases attributable to mutations in DNA mismatch repair genes is 2%–3%. It is also possible to determine the carrier frequency of mutations in DNA mismatch repair genes and the estimated population carrier frequency is 1:265. There are studies that have compared the population frequency of people who report a family history that fulfils HNPCC criteria. However, segregation analysis suggests that dominant gene(s) with 63% penetrance has a population frequency of 1:167. This is 20 times greater than the estimated MMR gene carriage rate and it seems implausible that a family history conducive with HNPCC would be reported by 1:265 of the population allowing for gene penetrance. Hence, a carrier frequency of 1:3139 is preferred for estimation of the surveillance workload.

**FAP**

The frequency of FAP in the general population is 1:13 528 whereas the presence of FAP in colorectal cancer incident cases is currently only 0.07%. As registries improve detection of at risk family members, the proportion of colorectal cancer cases attributable to FAP should reduce, limited only by the proportion due to new mutations. People with new mutations do not have a family history and so tend to present later with symptoms.

**PJS and JP**

Because both of these conditions are rare, there are no reliable estimates of the frequency of PJS or JP in index colorectal cancer cases or in the general population. However, less than 0.01% of colorectal cancer are attributable to these conditions. The population prevalence of PJS is probably around 1:50 000, and is probably similar to that of JP. However, one study in Jordan estimated the incidence rate of juvenile polyposis was at least 1.4/100 000 and 0.03/100 000 for multiple juvenile polyps, which are those most associated with cancer risk.
clear that both conditions are rare and so will not have a major effect on provision of surveillance.

**INTERVENTION**

**HNPPC**

**Establishment of HNPPC Registries**

- HNPPC families should be registered in Regional Clinical Genetics Centres and family members offered counselling. Ideally there should be specific HNPPC Registries. In many UK centres there is the option of mutation testing. Follow up of family history is an important function of registries, as self reported family history is not 100% accurate. The registries have been shown to improve structured delivery of management, to monitor interventions and surveillance as well as serving as a focus for audit. 

**Recommended Grade:** C

---

**Large bowel surveillance for HNPPC family members and/or MMR gene carriers**

- Biennial total colon surveillance should start at age 25 years, or five years less than the first cancer case in the family, whichever is the earlier. Surveillance should continue to 75 years or until the causative mutation in that family has been excluded. **Recommendation Grade:** B

People with MMR gene mutations and people from Amsterdam positive HNPPC families should be offered surveillance of the colon. This is best achieved by colonoscopy, as the risk of polyps and cancer is high and a substantial proportion of patients have neoplasia restricted to the proximal colon. Incomplete colonoscopy should be followed by a completion barium enema soon after the failed colonoscopy. Flexible sigmoidoscopy and barium enema surveillance is another valid approach to surveillance, but would require colonoscopy for cases where lesions were identified. Surveillance should be offered biennially from the age of 25 years, or five years less than the age of onset of the first case in the family, whichever is the earlier. The support for starting surveillance at 25 years is not strong as there are no trials, but observational data indicate that the risk increases substantially from this age in family history defined groups and in mutation defined groups. Screening interval should be from one to three yearly, but two yearly or more frequently is recommended as interval cancers have been observed at 18 months in one surveillance programme. There are no prospective randomised controlled trial data, but there is strong indirect evidence that surveillance provides a beneficial effect on both mortality and cancer incidence.

**Colonoscopy as prophylaxis and for established cancer in HNPPC family members and/or MMR gene carriers**

- Patients with an established colorectal malignancy and who are from an HNPPC family or known to carry a mutation in an MMR gene should be counselled and offered a surgical procedure that includes both a cancer control element and prophylaxis. At present there are no data supporting, or against, offering primary prophylactic surgery for patients who do not yet have cancer. **Recommendation Grade:** C

People with MMR gene mutations or those from Amsterdam positive HNPPC families who have cancer will require resectional surgery unless treatment is deemed as palliative. The risk of metachronous colorectal cancer is high and so there is substantial rationale in offering an element of prophylaxis to the cancer resection. For patients with proximal tumours, then colectomy and ileorectal anastomosis is a good option and facilitates surveillance of the retained rectum. The risk of cancer in the retained rectum is 3% every three years for the first 12 years and so endoscopic surveillance of the rectum is mandatory after abdominal colectomy. This recommendation is partly on the basis that surveillance does not completely prevent cancer development and also that interval cancers are described on surveillance programmes. At present there are insufficient data to recommend for or against primary prophylactic surgery in MMR gene carriers, and so this must be on the basis of discussion with a fully informed patient and clinician. The balance of risk is not in favour of prophylactic surgery in at risk HNPPC family members (that is, not proven gene carriers), as the maximum colorectal cancer risk is 40% for men and 15%–30% for women.

**Upper gastrointestinal surveillance for HNPPC family members and/or MMR gene carriers**

- In families where there are cases of gastric cancer, biennial upper gastrointestinal endoscopy should commence at age 50 years, or five years less than the first gastric cancer case in the family, whichever is the earlier. Surveillance should continue to 75 years or until the causative mutation in that family has been excluded. **Recommendation Grade:** C

This recommendation is based on observations that some HNPPC families have a particular propensity for gastric cancer. There are no studies of gastric surveillance in HNPPC and no reported observational data. However, it seems reasonable to offer upper gastrointestinal endoscopy contemporaneously with colonoscopy after the age of 50 years as the greatest increase in risk occurs at this age.

**FAP**

**Establishment of FAP Registries**

FAP families should be registered in Regional Clinical Genetics Centres and family members offered counselling. Ideally there should be specific FAP Registries. Throughout the UK there is now the option of mutation testing, which permits identification of gene carriers and also avoids unnecessary surveillance in non-carriers. FAP Registries have been shown to improve outcomes by structured delivery of management, monitoring interventions and surveillance as well as serving as a focus for audit. 

**Recommendation Grade:** B

---

**Large bowel surveillance for FAP family members**

In a minority of FAP families a mutation cannot be identified and so annual flexible sigmoidoscopy should be offered to at risk family members from age 13–15 years until age 30 and at three to five year intervals thereafter until age 60 years. Surveillance might also be offered as a temporary measure for people with documented APC gene mutations but who wish to defer prophylactic surgery for personal reasons. Such people should be offered six monthly flexible sigmoidoscopy and annual colonoscopy but surgery should be strongly recommended before 25 years. After colectomy and ileorectal anastomosis, the rectum must be kept under review at least annually for life because the risk of cancer in the retained rectum is 12%–29%. The anorectal cuff after restorative proctocolectomy should also be kept under annual review for life.

**Recommendation Grade:** B

Individual patients can be defined as affected by FAP by demonstration of multiple adenomatous polyps or the presence of an APC mutation. In a minority of cases, a mutation may not be identified in an affected family member. Hence identification of gene carriers relies on clinical surveillance, in a manner similar to that used before the availability of mutation analysis. In cases where a mutation is identified, surgery is recommended (see below) but some patients may wish to defer surgery around important educational episodes. The patient must be counselled about cancer risk and offered intensive surveillance. These recommendations are based on indirect data before widespread mutation testing. It is clear that large numbers of polyps is associated with a high risk of cancer and patients with large numbers of polyps early in life should be dissuaded from delaying surgery.
Prophylactic colorectal surgery

- Patients with FAP should be advised to undergo prophylactic colectomy between the age of 16 and 20 years. The operation of choice is proctocolectomy and ileoanal pouch, in view of the long term risk of rectal cancer. However, colectomy and ileorectal anastomosis remains a useful option for many patients with relatively few polyps. **Recommendation Grade: B**

Although surgical management is not the focus of this guidance, mention is made here to put surveillance in the context of ultimate outcome. People with proven FAP require prophylactic surgery to remove the majority of at risk large bowel epithelium. In light of growing evidence that there is a risk of cancer in the retained rectum lies in the range 12%–29%, it is clear that identification of cases and prophylactic surgery has a place in the management of some patient groups. It is clear that identification of cases and prophylactic surgery has improved survival in FAP.

Upper gastrointestinal surveillance in FAP

- To combat the substantial risk of upper gastrointestinal malignancy in FAP after prophylactic colectomy, upper gastrointestinal surveillance is recommended. While the presence of gastroduodenal polyposis is well recognised, there are few published studies on which to gauge the potential benefit of surveillance. However, the approach seems reasonable and three yearly upper gastrointestinal endoscopy is recommended from age 30 years with the aim of detecting early curable cancers. Patients with large numbers of duodenal polyps should undergo surveillance yearly. **Recommendation Grade: B**

Gastroduodenal and periampullary malignancy account for a small but appreciable number of deaths in FAP patients. The overall lifetime risk of periampullary cancer is 3%–4% and so the notion of upper gastrointestinal surveillance seems appealing. However, polypectomy is unsatisfactory and almost all FAP patients will have some abnormality on inspection and biopsy of the duodenum. However, a decision analysis suggests some benefit to surveillance, although there remains concern about small numbers of end points and the uncertainty about the potential long term detrimental effect of major pancreaticoduodenal resection. None the less, it seems reasonable to offer three yearly upper gastrointestinal surveillance from age 30 and more frequently if there is extensive polyposis.

PJS Colorectal surveillance

- Large bowel surveillance is recommended at three year intervals from age 18 years. The intervention should visualise the whole colon and so colonoscopy or flexible sigmoidoscopy with barium enema are appropriate. **Recommendation Grade: C**

The syndrome is rare and so experience is limited, underlined by the fact that available evidence comes from pooled descriptive experiences. None the less, it is clear that there is a substantial increase in overall cancer risk and colorectal cancer in particular for affected people. Often patients are diagnosed on clinicopathological grounds only and so cases may be overdiagnosed, leading to inaccuracy in the overall estimation of cancer risk. Pooled data on lifetime risk of colorectal cancer indicate a risk in the range 10%–20% and so by inference it seems reasonable to offer large bowel surveillance. However, it must be emphasised that there is no available evidence to indicate that this policy is actually beneficial.

Upper gastrointestinal surveillance

- Upper gastrointestinal surveillance is recommended at three year intervals from age 25 years. **Recommendation Grade: C**

There is an increased risk of gastric malignancy in PJS amounting to around 5%–10%. Although the clinical features are of small bowel polyps causing symptoms, pooled case series indicates that small intestinal cancer is rare. It seems reasonable to offer upper gastrointestinal endoscopy at three year intervals from age 25 years in view of the age distribution of published cases of gastroduodenal cancer.

JP Colorectal surveillance

- Large bowel surveillance for at risk people is recommended at intervals of one to two years from age 15–18 years or even before if the patient has presented with symptoms. Screening intervals could be extended at age 35 years in at risk individuals. However, documented gene carriers or affected cases should be kept under surveillance until age 70 years and prophylactic surgery discussed. The intervention should visualise the whole colon and so colonoscopy or flexible sigmoidoscopy with barium enema are appropriate. **Recommendation Grade: C**

Although isolated juvenile polyps are relatively common, JP is rare and consequently experience is limited. There are very few large descriptive studies, and no comparative studies to demonstrate potential benefit. None the less, there is a substantial risk of colorectal cancer amounting to 10%–38%. Many polyps are located in the right colon and so the whole colon should be visualised. There is particular risk of malignancy in cases where there is adenomatous element to the polyps. Hence, polyps should be snared and sent for histological examination. Consideration should be given to prophylactic surgery in cases with multiple polyps that cannot be controlled by snaring, those with symptoms, those with adenomatous change, and those where colorectal cancer is a feature of the family history.

Upper gastrointestinal surveillance

- Upper gastrointestinal surveillance is recommended at intervals of one to two years from age 25 years, contemporaneously with lower gastrointestinal surveillance. **Recommendation Grade: C**

The risk of gastric and duodenal cancer in JPS is around 15%–21%. Hence by inference it seems reasonable to offer surveillance. However, there are no data to support this approach and uncertainty about the potential benefits should be relayed to the patient.

COSTS AND BENEFITS

For the purposes of estimating the cumulative risk of serious complication for each of these conditions after polypectomy, available data on complications after colonoscopic polypectomy were used. The risk of colonoscopy without polypectomy is ignored. Published data indicate that the perforation rate after polypectomy is 22 (95% CI 13.8 to 33.3) per 10 000 and post-polypectomy bleeding occurs in a further 89 (95% CI 71.5 to 109.5) per 10 000. Mortality after polypectomy is 3.9 (95% CI 1.1 to 8.8) per 10 000, although most fatalities arise in older patients.

HNPPC

Cancer risk is very high in HNPCC and there is substantial evidence from comparative studies to indicate a beneficial effect of surveillance benefit in incidence reduction and also in terms of mortality reduction. In one well controlled study, there was a 62% lower cancer incidence in gene carriers than...
in unscreened controls. Five year survival in carriers who were screened was 100%, compared with 54% for those who were not screened. Surveillance seems to provide an average of seven years extra life for HNPCC family members.

Annual caseload can be estimated for MMR gene carriers or people at 50% risk within families fulfilling HNPCC criteria for a population of 300 000 (150 000 within the screening age group) served by a district general hospital. As HNPCC alleles are dominant, population frequency is 1:3139, implementing a biennial colonoscopy strategy would require 48 colonoscopies per annum at a cost of £7200. The cost per life saved is £14 925, which compares very favourably with all current population cancer screening strategies. Furthermore, because of the high cancer risk, the cost of not offering surveillance intervention substantially exceeds that of offering the surveillance.

Based on available data an estimate can be made of the cumulative risk of adverse effects attributable to biennial colonoscopy and polypectomy for gene carriers over 25 years of surveillance. In the best available long term analysis of surveillance experience for gene carriers, there were a total of 25 polypectomies in 85 gene carriers over 15 years. Thus, assuming the same rate of polypectomy over 25 years, an average of 13 colonoscopies and 0.49 polypectomies would be performed for each gene carrier. Using the complication rates discussed in the previous paper of this guidance, the cumulative 25 year risk is 1.3% for perforation, 0.4% for bleeding and 0.1% risk for intervention related death. These risks should be seen in the context of the 62% reduction in colorectal cancer incidence and 66% mortality reduction achievable by such surveillance. Thus, there is a substantial balance of benefit in favour surveillance compared with dealing with cancer as it arises on an expectant basis. None the less, it is important that at risk people are counselled as to cumulative dangers of a long term surveillance programme.

FAP

The workload associated with management of FAP families has already been absorbed into clinical practice. The condition is so highly penetrant and the cancer risk so high that it is difficult to anticipate any change in resource implications for FAP consequent upon introduction of these guidelines. However, rationalisation of management and surveillance may actually serve to reduce morbidity as well as costs.

It is clear that there is substantial benefit associated with identification of families and offering surveillance. Survival in unscreened people is only 50% of groups kept under surveillance. Within a population of 300 000 served by a district general hospital, there are an estimated 22 cases of FAP, most of these will already have undergone prophylactic surgery. Hence, there may be a maximum of two or three patients at any one time who require colorectal surveillance. The costs are small and the rationale for surveillance in at risk people overwhelming. The risks are small because the period of surveillance is short and so can effectively be ignored. Upper gastrointestinal surveillance will frequently not be undertaken at present and so these guidelines will increase workload, notwithstanding that benefit is unproven, as discussed above. However, the numbers remain small, with only an extra five to six upper gastrointestinal endoscopies required per year. The workload of flexible endoscopy of retained rectum will depend on the proportion of patients undergoing colectomy and ileorectal anastomosis but cannot be more than five to six per year.

PJ S and JP

These disorders are considered together in view of similar population frequency, similar uncertainty about the value of surveillance and similarity in the degree of cancer risk. Taking both together, there are likely to be 12 cases and at risk people in a population of 300 000 served by a district general hospital. Hence, a maximum of only six extra colonoscopies and six upper gastrointestinal endoscopies would be required. The benefits of surveillance are uncertain but the cancer risk is high and so it seems reasonable to suggest that surveillance should be offered. The aim is to identify cases at high risk of cancer and offer prophylactic surgery or resection for cancer at an early stage. In this respect, data showing that surveillance and proactive management of FAP should be considered relevant (see above).

As there is a high prevalence of colorectal polyps in these groups, it is important to note that the risk of polypectomy will

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Appendix 1 Genes responsible for defined genetic syndromes predisposing to colorectal cancer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Syndrome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hereditary non-polyposis colorectal cancer (HNPCC) (OMIM 114500, 120435, and 120435)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mutation database</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Families fulfilling “Amsterdam” criteria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Looser definition families</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Early age of onset (+/- family history)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;30 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;45 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Familial adenomatous polyposis (FAP) (OMIM 175100)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mutation database</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classic FAP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attenuated FAP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peutz-Jeghers syndrome OMIM 175200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Juvenile polyposis (OMIM 174900 and 601228)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Juvenile polyposis (OMIM 174900)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixed juvenile/adenomatous polyposis (OMIM 601228)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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be cumulative over the years of surveillance. Using available data on complications after colonoscopic polypectomy, it is estimated that per 10,000 procedures a polypotomy bleeding occurs in a further 89 (95% CI 71.5 to 109.5) per 10,000. Mortality after polypectomy is 3.9 (95% CI 1.1 to 8.8) per 10,000, yet although most fatalities arise in older patients, none is possible to estimate the cumulative risk of serious complications over 25 years under surveillance based on a polypectomy being carried out at each screening episode. Applying the guidelines and screening intervals described above results in a cumulative risk of 2.8% for perforation, 11% for serious bleeding, and 0.05% for procedure related death.

**RECOMMENDATIONS FOR AUDIT**

Audit is an essential component of all aspects of the management of the conditions discussed in this document. Setting up of registries to manage surveillance in individuals from families with dominant cancer syndromes will allow rolling audit of caseload compliance, service delivery, and outcomes. Such audit will inform future management, as randomised trials of surveillance and prophylaxis are unlikely. For PJS and JPS, linking of national registries will provide more refined population prevalence estimates. Audit of the prevalence of polyps and cancer at each surveillance episode will provide essential data on age at onset and hence permit more refined estimates of gene penetrance. It will also permit description of genotype-phenotype correlations. Gene penetrance and genotype-phenotype correlation will inform clinical management by describing the optimal timing and the nature of prophylactic surgery or other protective intervention, such as chemoprevention.
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